INSPIRING GUESTS AT EVERY TURN

Zen Dream
Juan Cossio
72 X 3 2 ”
M IXE D M E DIA
O N PA N E L
$14,500

FORTUNATE |

NEW EXHIBIT

The Vendue recently opened “Fortunate,” the newest
exhibition, which will be on view throughout the first
floor of 19 Vendue through October 2019. The exhibition was co-curated by Robert Lange Studios and The
Vendue’s art team. Thirty artists created thirty works of
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|
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art, each accompanied by the fortunes used to inspire
them. This exhibit will help raise funds for local
non-profit, I Heart Hungry Kids, and their mission of
kids helping kids fight hunger.
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GALLERY 26

| BREAKING THE SURFACE
exhibition by artist Matt Story

In this series of paintings, Matt Story captures the
movement created by the figures as it moves underwater, specifically focusing on bright uplifting colors.
Throughout his series he presents water as a metaphor for the deeper self. His models are suspended in
her own self-awareness. She’s immersed in her
deeper self which is a familiar sensation that occurs to
us while floating. Come check out these breathtaking
large- scale oil paintings in Gallery 26.

FRED JAMAR

| ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE

Born in Belgium, Fred Jamar has a past painted with
vast diversity, working as a Military Police Lieutenant
and at JP Morgan International before dropping
everything and moving to Charleston to become a
full- time painter. His recent work has been dominated by Charleston cityscapes and marinas. Fred has
developed a very whimsical color pallet that transcends the daily scene into another world. He paints
freely, seeking to capture the feeling of the place
over the exact representation.
We invite you to stop by and meet Fred in his studio
located in 26 Vendue and join us for a drink at the
Drawing Room Lounge on Tuesday nights to watch
him create some wonderful works of art!

Red Striped Bright Night | Matt Story
4 0 x 6 0 " | O I L O N PA N E L | $ 1 8 , 0 0 0

PRINTS FOR CHARITY
Two limited edition prints are available for purchase for our annual Charity Exhibit. One hundred percent of the
proceeds will benefit the local non- profit, I Heart Hungry Kids.

Hope on the Horizon
Robert Lange

Their Own Little World
Nathan Durfee & Robert
Lange

12” x 16” Print

16” x 16” Print

310GM Archival Paper;
Edition of 100, Unframed

310GM Archival Paper;
Edition of 100,
Unframed

$80

$100
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